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Abstract
Despite intense work, incorporating constraints on protein native structures into the mathematical models of molecular
evolution remains difficult, because most models and programs assume that protein sites evolve independently, whereas
protein stability is maintained by interactions between sites. Here, we address this problem by developing a new mean-
field substitution model that generates independent site-specific amino acid distributions with constraints on the sta-
bility of the native state against both unfolding and misfolding. The model depends on a background distribution of
amino acids and one selection parameter that we fix maximizing the likelihood of the observed protein sequence. The
analytic solution of the model shows that the main determinant of the site-specific distributions is the number of native
contacts of the site and that the most variable sites are those with an intermediate number of native contacts. The mean-
field models obtained, taking into account misfolded conformations, yield larger likelihood than models that only
consider the native state, because their average hydrophobicity is more realistic, and they produce on the average
stable sequences for most proteins. We evaluated the mean-field model with respect to empirical substitution models
on 12 test data sets of different protein families. In all cases, the observed site-specific sequence profiles presented smaller
Kullback–Leibler divergence from the mean-field distributions than from the empirical substitution model. Next, we
obtained substitution rates combining the mean-field frequencies with an empirical substitution model. The resulting
mean-field substitution model assigns larger likelihood than the empirical model to all studied families when we consider
sequences with identity larger than 0.35, plausibly a condition that enforces conservation of the native structure across
the family. We found that the mean-field model performs better than other structurally constrained models with similar
or higher complexity. With respect to the much more complex model recently developed by Bordner and Mittelmann,
which takes into account pairwise terms in the amino acid distributions and also optimizes the exchangeability matrix,
our model performed worse for data with small sequence divergence but better for data with larger sequence divergence.
The mean-field model has been implemented into the computer program Prot_Evol that is freely available at http://ub.
cbm.uam.es/software/Prot_Evol.php.
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Introduction
A variety of amino acid substitution models of evolution have
been developed to perform phylogenetic analysis. The sim-
plest models are based on the assumption that protein sites
evolve independently and identically according to empirical
substitution matrices such as JTT (Jones et al. 1992) or WAG
(Whelan and Goldman 2001). Despite the great success of
these simple models (Yang et al. 1998), in particular for eval-
uating phylogenetic trees and inferring evolutionary and pop-
ulation parameters with the maximum-likelihood (ML)
method (Whelan et al. 2001; Felsenstein 2004), they present
the important drawback that they ignore the information
contained in protein structures (Robinson et al. 2003; Wilke
2012).
Selection on protein folding stability ultimately acts on
interactions between sites, implying that sites do not evolve
independently. Nevertheless, giving up the independence
among sites generates huge complications in the computa-
tion of the likelihood. Because of this reason, several groups
have tried to incorporate the effect of protein structure
through site-specific substitution matrices. On one extreme,
Koshi and Goldstein (1998, 2001) and Koshi et al. (1999) have
developed substitution models that consider physicochemi-
cal properties of amino acids. On the other extreme, Halpern
and Bruno (1998) proposed to adopt different amino acid
frequencies for each position of a protein; despite improving
over simpler models, this approach requires very large
amount of data to fit all the needed parameters. Lartillot
and Philippe (2004) interpolated between these two
approaches letting the number of site classes to be a param-
eter of their model. Instead of fixing the number of classes and
their parameters, which can result in overfitting, they inte-
grate over all of these parameters through Monte Carlo sam-
pling. This method is often used in simulations, but it is less
established than nonmixture models for phylogenetic infer-
ence because of its computational burden.
On the other hand, progresses in statistical mechanical
models of protein folding (Plotkin and Onuchic 2002;
Shakhnovich 2006; Chan et al. 2011) have prompted since
long time models of protein evolution that enforce selection
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on the stability of the native state (Gutin et al. 1995; Babajide
et al. 1997; Bussemaker et al. 1997; Govindarajan and
Goldstein 1997; Mirny et al. 1998; Tiana et al. 1998; Bastolla
et al. 1999, 2003; Bornberg-Bauer and Chan 1999; Dokholyan
and Shakhnovich 2001; Parisi and Echave 2001; Taverna and
Goldstein 2002; Bloom et al. 2005; DePristo et al. 2005;
Goldstein 2011; Grahnen et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2014), re-
cently reviewed in Liberles et al. (2012). Although these
models are not applicable to the important class of natively
unfolded proteins (Uversky and Dunker 2010), it is clear that
the stability of the native state is a very important determi-
nant of protein evolution. Simple models of protein folding
allow simulating protein evolution (see Arenas et al. 2013, for
a recent implementation in the context of phylogenetic trees)
and they produced important insights. Nevertheless, it has
been difficult to apply them for phylogenetic inference. A
pioneering contribution was made by Fornasari et al.
(2002), who adopted simulations of their structurally con-
strained protein evolution model for computing site-specific
substitution matrices still assuming independent sites. A few
groups abandoned the independent sites approximation, pro-
posing substitution models that take into account pairwise
amino acid distributions, in particular Rodrigue et al. (2005)
and, quite recently, Bordner and Mittelmann (2014).
However, the computational implementation of pairwise-
sites models is complicated and it cannot be combined
with standard programs for phylogenetic inference.
New Approaches: The Mean-Field Model
Here, we build on previous work by one of us and coworkers,
who noted that contact-based models of protein folding
combined with the assumption of independent sites and
other approximations allow to analytically compute site-
specific amino acid frequencies. We call this a mean-field
(MF) model, because each site evolves independently but
taking into account in a self-consistent way the MF generated
by the other sites. Approximating contact interaction ener-
gies with their hydrophobic component, the previous model
established an explicit relationship between the average hy-
drophobicity of a site in a family of protein sequences and its
connectivity at the structural level (Bastolla et al. 2005, 2008;
Porto et al. 2005) and it was later extended to generate a
substitution model (Bastolla et al. 2006). The MF model that
we present here builds on that proposal, but is not explicitly
based on hydrophobicity and it adopts an improved repre-
sentation of the statistical mechanical model of the misfolded
state (Minning et al. 2013). The model generates the site-
specific amino acid distributions that are maximally close to
a background amino acid distribution and fulfill a constraint
on the average folding free energy that effectively maintains
the stability of the native state. The only free parameters of
the model are the Lagrange multiplier that imposes the se-
lective constraint and the parameters that define the back-
ground distribution. They are determined imposing that the
observed protein sequence has ML with respect to the site-
specific amino acid distributions. For most proteins, the re-
sulting amino acid distributions produce sequences in which
the native state is on the average stable, as assessed through
our folding model, despite this condition is not explicitly im-
posed. Importantly, we found that considering the misfolded
state produces higher likelihood, larger stability, and more
realistic hydrophobicity values than only considering the
native and the unfolded state. In all cases, the amino acid
distributions observed in natural protein families agreed
better with the MF model than with the frequencies of em-
pirical substitution models.
We then generated site-specific matrices of substitution
rates by combining the MF site-specific stationary distribu-
tions with an exchangeability matrix obtained from an
empirical substitution model. We applied the resulting rate
matrices for phylogenetic inference, comparing their Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) scores (Akaike 1974) (likelihood
penalized by the number of free parameters) with those of
other structurally constrained models of protein evolution,
finding that our model produces better results than a recent
model with independent sites that takes into account solvent
accessibility but disregards the misfolded state (Bordner and
Mittelmann 2014), and even better than a pairwise model
developed by Rodrigue et al (2005) as reported in Bordner
and Mittelmann (2014), despite this model explicitly con-
siders correlations between sites. With respect to the much
more complex model recently developed by Bordner and
Mittelmann (BM) (2014), that takes into account pairwise
terms in the amino acid distributions and optimizes more
parameters than our model, we obtained worse results for
three protein families with very small sequence divergence
but better results for one family with larger sequence
divergence.
Finally, we examined eight highly divergent protein
families obtained from the Pfam database (Punta et al.
2012). For most of them, the likelihood of our model was
higher than one of the empirical model. For those cases in
which the empirical model gave better performances, the MF
model became superior if we eliminated proteins with
sequence identity smaller than 35% with respect to the
representative structure, consistent with the fact that pro-
teins with low sequence identity may have divergent
structures.
Overall, the MF model provides a structure-based model-
ing of protein evolution that considers the misfolded state,
and it allows a fast computation of the evolutionary param-
eters per site that can be easily applied to phylogenetic infer-
ence. The MF model associates to a known protein structure
a probability distribution in sequence space with the follow-
ing properties:
1) The global probability distribution of a protein family is
modeled as the product of amino acid distributions of
single sites, that is, sites are considered independent:
Pða1    aLÞ ¼
YL
i¼1
PMF;iai ; ð1Þ
where i labels any of the L sites and ai labels the amino
acid at site i. The assumption of site-independent
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evolution is necessary for computationally efficient algo-
rithms, such as the most commonly used methods for
phylogenetic inference (Felsenstein 2004).
2) The single-site amino acid distributions are the product
of the site-independent background distribution deter-
mined by the mutation process Pmuta times site-specific
selection factors f sel;ia ,
PMF;ia ¼ Pmuta f sel;ia : ð2Þ
3) The background distribution Pmuta is modeled in two
different ways: Either 1) the amino acid frequencies are
treated as m= 19 free parameters (the 20th parameter is
determined through the normalization condition) or 2)
the amino acid frequencies are obtained from a codon-
based substitution model that has m= 4 free parameters
(three nucleotide frequencies and the transition–
transversion ratio). This model is selectively neutral,
except that stop codons are forbidden, and the amino
acid frequencies are obtained as the sum of the station-
ary frequencies of their codons (see also Methods). In
both cases, the free parameters are determined by max-
imizing the likelihood of the amino acid frequencies
observed in the protein structure plus those present in
a protein family, if they are available. In case (1), this
simply means that we equate the background frequen-
cies and the observed frequencies.
4) The selection factors f sel;ia are determined imposing that
the resulting global distribution presents minimum
Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence with respect to the
background distribution Pmuta , for given average folding
free energy G. If we impose this constraint through a
Lagrange multiplier , the 20L parameters f sel;ia are de-
termined by minimizing the quantityX
i
X
a
PMF;ia ½logðPMF;ia Þ  logðPmuta Þ þ zi
þ
X
a1aL
PMF;1a1    PMF;LaL GðCnat; a1    aLÞ:
ð3Þ
where zi is the Lagrange multiplier that imposes the nor-
malization constraint
P
a P
MF;i
a ¼ 1; Cnat is the contact
matrix of the native structure, and G is the folding free
energy of the native state in the sequence a1    aL. The
sum is over all possible sequences of L amino acids.
Although this is an astronomic number, the sum can
be analytically computed exploiting the independence
of each site. Note that the f sel;ia are not free parameters,
because they are completely determined by the native
structure, by the properties of the misfolded ensemble,
and by , the multiplier that imposes the constraint on
the average folding free energy.  is treated as a free
parameter that is fixed through the condition that the
model maximizes the likelihood of the protein sequence
in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), A1   AL:
 ¼ argmax
X
i
log PMF;;iAi
  !
: ð4Þ
The minimum KL condition (eq. 3) is analogous to the
condition that determines the Boltzmann distribution in sta-
tistical mechanics as the maximum entropy distribution with
given average energy. Berg et al. (2004) and Sella and Hirsch
(2005) showed that several models of evolutionary genetics
are formally equivalent to statistical mechanics in the space
of biological sequences, with minus fitness playing the role of
energy and the inverse of population size playing the role of
temperature. The minimum KL condition is equivalent to the
maximum entropy condition if the background distribution
due to mutation assigns equal probability to all amino acids,
and it generalizes it for more realistic background distribu-
tions. In qualitative terms, minimum KL with respect to the
mutational distribution means that selection produces the
minimum possible deviation from what would be achieved
by mutation alone, that is, that the selective pressure is
minimal.
The evolutionary model requires to constrain the fitness,
which is often modeled as the probability that the protein
is in the native state, that is, F ¼ eG=kT= 1 þ eG=kT 
(Goldstein 2011). Constraining the fitness represents the im-
portant saturation effect that evolution becomes more toler-
ant to deleterious mutations and effectively neutral if G is
very negative (Taverna and Goldstein 2002). However, the
iterative procedure that we developed for computing the
MF distribution has convergence problems if we constrain
the fitness F exactly because of this reason: For large proteins,
the fitness becomes almost a binary variable with values zero
or one, and the iterative algorithm cycles between these two
states. To avoid this problem, in equation (3) we resort to the
better behaved approximation to constrain G. Note that
constraining fitness and constraining G would be equiva-
lent if the derivative of the fitness with respect to G could
be treated as a nonfluctuating variable.
Instead of determining the selection parameter  by
imposing an experimentally determined value of the av-
erage folding free energy G (the average is taken over
the MF distribution), we determine it with the ML con-
dition and from this we obtain the complete amino acid
distribution and compute G. It is remarkable that for
most proteins the obtained G is negative, that is, se-
quences described by the MF distribution are on the av-
erage stable, and its value is similar to the value
GðA1   ALÞ computed for the native protein in the
PDB. This is not trivial, because smaller values of  pro-
duce MF models with G 4 0 and larger values of 
produce MF models with too negative G.
In practice, it is very cumbersome to maximize the likeli-
hood with respect to all parameters, and we resort to approx-
imations that allow computing the MF distribution in a time
that ranges from seconds to few minutes depending on the
target protein. The steps of the algorithm are described in
detail in the Methods section and in the Appendix.
To apply the site-dependent amino acid distributions to
phylogenetic inference, we have to construct a substitution
rate matrix that has these distributions as limit distributions.
As most programs for phylogenetic inference do, we assume
detailed balance and choose a symmetric exchangeability
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matrix EMFab that determines the site-specific substitution rates
QMF;i as
QMF;iab ¼ EMFab PMF;ib a 6¼ b: ð5Þ
This ansatz automatically satisfies the detailed balance
PMF;ia Q
MF;i
ab ¼ PMF;ib QMF;iba , which implies that PMF;ia is the limit
distribution. The diagonal elements are determined through
the normalization condition QMF;ðiÞaa ¼ 
P
b Q
MF;i
ab .
The symmetric exchangeability matrix has 190 free param-
eters. We did not attempt to determine an exchangeability
matrix optimally suitable for our MF model, as it was made
for instance in Bordner and Mittelmann (2014). This optimi-
zation may give room to large improvement of the results,
because we observed that E strongly influences the resulting
likelihood. Instead, the results presented in this work are based
on an exchangeability matrix derived from an empirical sub-
stitution model such as WAG or JTT, with parametersEempab and
f empa , according to one of the three following possible schemes:
1) The simplest choice (here denoted E) is to impose that
the exchangeability matrix is the same as the empirical
model, EMF;Eab ¼ Eempab . However, we expect that this
choice is not optimal because empirical substitution ma-
trices represent both mutation and selection, whereas
we need an exchangeability matrix that represents only
mutation, because selection is modeled through the con-
dition on G.
2) The second option, denoted as F, imposes that the site-
averaged amino acid flux is the same as for the empirical
model,
EMF;Fab
X
i
PMF;ia P
MF;i
b =L ¼ Eempab f empa f empb : ð6Þ
3) The third possibility, here denoted as Q, requires that the
rate matrices Q= Ef of the MF model and the empirical
model are as similar as possible. Because the rate matrix
uniquely determines the stationary frequencies, it is not
possible that the two matrices are equal, and we impose
that they are most similar in the mean-square sense. This
condition requires that the symmetric parts of the rate
matrices are equal:
EMF;Qab
X
i
PMF;ia þ PMF;ib
 
=L ¼ Eempab f empa þ f empb
 
: ð7Þ
The MF model has been implemented into the computer
program Prot_Evol that is freely available at http://ub.cbm.
uam.es/software/Prot_Evol.php (last accessed April 13, 2015).
This program can analyze any protein structure in the PDB
with or without a protein sequence data set in a few seconds/
minutes, producing as output the site-specific amino acid
frequencies and the exchangeability matrix that define the
substitution process together with information on the likeli-
hood of the native sequence with respect to the model and
the computed mean folding free energy of the MF model and
the native protein.
We compute the likelihood of the substitution model in
two steps. In the first step, we use a global average substitu-
tion matrix QMF;ab ¼ EMFab
P
i P
MF;i
b =L and we obtain optimal
branch lengths for all sites with the PAML program (Yang
2007), conveniently modified (see Methods). In the second
step, we run PAML for each site separately with the fixed
branch lengths obtained in the first step. Note that this pro-
cedure only approximately achieves branch lengths that op-
timize the sum of the log likelihood of all sites.
Results
Assessment of the Mean-Field Model with Individual
Proteins
In this section, we apply the MF model to a test set of 380
monomeric globular proteins in the PDB whose structure was
determined through X-ray crystallography. The background
distribution was obtained from the amino acid frequencies in
the PDB sequence.
Site Specificity Is Determined by the Number of Contacts
We found that the properties of the site-specific distributions
strongly depend on the number of native contacts of each
site. As predicted (see eq. 14 and Porto et al. 2005), the aver-
age hydrophobicity hi ¼
P
a P
MF;i
a hðaÞ of the MF distribu-
tions is strongly negatively correlated with the number of
contacts (fig. 1A). This is not surprising, because buried sites
with more contacts tend to be more hydrophobic. However,
this is not an assumption but a result of the model, and the
strength of the correlation is remarkable (the correlation co-
efficient is r= 0.906 on the average).
Figure 1B shows that the entropy of the distributions has a
maximum for an intermediate number of native contacts,
consistent with our previous prediction (Porto et al. 2005).
This property of our model contrasts with the common
wisdom that more exposed sites are less conserved.
However, it is compatible with the observation that buried
sites evolve more slowly than exposed sites (Franzosa and Xia
2009). We indeed reproduced this observation using
exchangeability matrices derived both from an empirical sub-
stitution process and from a mutation process (data not
shown). The apparent contradiction is explained by the fact
that in our model exposed sites are less variable than sites
of intermediate exposure, but for proper choices of the
exchangeability matrix they are characterized by a higher ex-
changeability rate although the number of allowed amino
acids is smaller. We will discuss in detail this important
aspect in a forthcoming publication.
Considering Misfolding Improves the Likelihood and Yields
Stable Proteins with Realistic Hydrophobicity
We plot in figure 2A the log likelihood per site of the PDB
sequence with respect to different MF models that we denote
here by PMFk;i, where k labels the MF model. Each point rep-
resents a protein. The likelihood of the mutation model Pmuta ,
which is equal to minus the entropy of the PDB sequence, is
used as a reference on the x-axis. The second type of model,
k= 0, computes G considering only the native and the
unfolded state. The model with k= 1 considers the first
moment of the contact energy of the misfolded state,P
i<jhCijiUðAi;AjÞ. The model k= 2 also includes the
second moment of the energy of the misfolded state, that
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is, the full equation (10), and the last one, k= 3, also includes
the third moment of the misfolded energy.
We compare these different MF models in figure 2B, which
shows the log likelihood per site averaged over all proteins for
five different models. The number of parameters of the four
models with selection is the same, just one more than for the
purely mutational model, which corresponds to = 0. Such
an extra parameter yields a negligible correction to the AIC
per site. One can see that the mean likelihood clearly im-
proves going from the mutation model to the model that
only takes into account the native state, and an even larger
improvement is obtained considering the misfolding ensem-
ble, which is not considered by other structurally constrained
models for phylogenetic inference due to its computational
complexity. The best results are obtained considering the
second moment of the energy of the misfolded ensemble,
while the third moment slightly worsens the results, probably
due to the crude approximations needed to efficiently com-
pute it. Therefore, in the following we adopt the model with
the second moment.
In figure 3A, we see that the models PMF2;ia and P
MF3;i
a have
more realistic average hydrophobicities for all proteins, which
contribute to their higher likelihood, whereas the models
PMF0;ia (only native) and P
MF1;i
a tend to have hydrophobicity
larger than that of the sequence in the PDB. As a result, the
average folding free energyG is positive for the model based
only on the native state, in which the misfolded ensemble has
lower free energy than the native ensemble, and for the mu-
tation model that lacks site specificity, that is, the protein
families described by these models are on the average unsta-
ble (fig. 3B). On the contrary, the models PMF2;ia and P
MF3;i
a
(not shown) yield folding stability to most protein families.
This is remarkable because the selection parameter  is fixed
through the ML criterion, which does not require G < 0.
We found that, for the proteins for which G 4 0 with the
model PMF2;ia , a value of  slightly larger than the ML produ-
ces a stable protein family. The same is not always true with
the native-only model PMF0;ia .
Finally, our results depend on the temperature at which
the thermodynamic computations are performed. This tem-
perature has arbitrary units, set by the units of the contact
free energy function that we adopt. We can use the mean
likelihood of the proteins in the test set with respect to the
model PMF2;ia to determine the temperature parameter that
yields optimal results, and that we interpret as the room
temperature expressed in units of contact interactions. This
optimal temperature turns out to be T= 0.5 (fig. 4). For this
value of the temperature, the model optimally describes
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FIG. 1. Site-specific average hydrophobicity (left) and entropy (right) of the MF distributions as a function of the number of native contacts for the
protein with PDB code 153l. As expected, there is a very strong correlation between hydrophobicity and number of contacts and the entropy reaches a
maximum at an intermediate number of contacts.
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FIG. 2. Left: Log likelihood of various MF models as a function of the log likelihood of the purely mutation model. Each point represents a protein. Right:
Mean log likelihood of the five types of MF models. The plotted statistical errors show that differences are significant except for the two rightmost bars.
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protein sequences in the PDB. All reported computations are
performed at this temperature.
Assessment of the Mean-Field Model with Protein
Families
In this section, we compare the performances of the MF
model with those of other substitution models by applying
them to 12 different protein families (table 1). Four families
had been previously studied by Bordner and Mittelmann
(2014), so that we could directly compare the MF model
with structurally constrained models presented therein, in
particular the pairwise-sites substitution model based on
factor graphs (hereafter BM), the independent sites model
based on surface accessibility (hereafter, SA), and the pairwise
model based on contact potentials that was developed by
Rodrigue et al. (2005) (hereafter, RO). The remaining eight
families were much more divergent than the four above
(table 1), and they were randomly chosen from the seed
alignments of the Pfam database (Punta et al. 2012) that
possess at least ten sequences and one representative struc-
ture must be present in the PDB. In order to facilitate the
comparison with the results of the RO model, we adopted an
exchangeability matrix derived from the JTT model. We pre-
sent results obtained with the condition F (eq. 6). Results
obtained with the condition Q (eq. 7) are similar. We arbi-
trarily applied the WAG matrix for the other eight protein
families (see below). We applied the default thermodynamic
settings (i.e., temperature T= 0.5 and configurational entropy
per residue SC ¼ 0:065) described in Methods.
Amino Acid Distributions
In order to compare the amino acid distributions observed at
each site of the multiple sequence alignment with the site-
dependent distributions generated by the MF model on one
hand, and with the site-independent distribution adopted by
the empirical model on the other hand, we measured the KL
divergence at each site i:
dKLi ¼
X
a
Pobs;ia logðPobs;ia
  logðPmod;ia  ; ð8Þ
where a is any of the 20 amino acids. We compute the
weighted sum DKL ¼Pi widKLi , with weights wi proportional
to the number of aligned residues (excluding gaps) in column
i of the alignment. The smaller the DKL, the closer the ob-
served and model-provided distributions are. We found that
the MF model presented lower DKL than the empirical model
for all protein families (fig. 5), which indicates that it better
represents the amino acid distributions present in the real
data. Furthermore, the difference between the MF model and
the empirical model increases when sequences with less than
25% sequence identity with respect to the representative
protein are eliminated from the test set.
Comparison with Other Substitution Models for Phylogenetic
Inference
First, we examined the four protein families studied in the re-
cent publication by Bordner and Mittelmann (2014) (table 1).
We fitted the models and computed their ML with PAML,
correcting for the number of degrees of freedom (dofs) with
the AIC scores, both for the MF model (19 dofs) and for the
reference model JTT +G, where +G indicates heterogeneous
substitution rate across sites according to a gamma
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FIG. 3. Left: Average hydrophobicity of the MF models versus the average hydrophobicity of the PDB sequence. Each point represents a protein. Right:
Average folding free energy (native minus misfolded)G of the MF models versus the average folding free energy of the PDB sequence.G < 0 means
that the MF model describes on the average stable proteins. Each point represents a protein.
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FIG. 4. Mean log-likelihood of the proteins in the test set with respect to
the model PMF2;ia versus the temperature in arbitrary units set by our
contact interaction energy function.
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distribution (Yang 1993) (1 dof). The results derived from the
models MF, BM, SA, and RO are reported in table 2. For all of
the protein families, the MF model showed a better fitting
than the RO model and it was also better than the SA model
for three of the four protein families, whereas the BM model
presented a better fitting than the MF model for three of the
four protein families. Interestingly, the MF was the best model
for the family with largest divergence (average sequence iden-
tity 0.74), whereas the BM model was the best model for the
other three families that present an average sequence identity
larger than 0.90.
For the other eight protein families (entries 5–12 in
table 1), we computed the AIC scores between MF and the
WAG empirical substitution model, with 19 and 0 degrees of
freedom, respectively. Here, we found a strong impact of data
sets with low sequence identity on the fitting of the MF
model (see sequence identities for these data sets in table
1). We explored this impact by filtering the data sets accord-
ing to the sequence identity of all proteins with respect to the
protein of the representative structure (too distant protein
sequences are trimmed from the data set), in particular we
analyzed these data sets adopting sequence identity thresh-
olds of 0.25, 0.35, and 0.45. The AIC scores for all these data
sets are presented in table 3. The results indicate that data sets
with sequence identity with respect to the protein structure
below 0.25 can be problematic for the MF model suggesting
that distant protein sequences are poorly represented by the
reference structure. All data sets with sequence identity levels
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FIG. 5. Difference of KL divergence from the observed amino acid profile between the empirical model and the MF model (KLDobs_emp–KLDobs_mf)
for the 12 studied protein families, under different conditions on the minimum sequence identity allowed. Positive differences mean that the observed
profile agrees better with the MF model than with the empirical model.
Table 1. Protein Families Collected from the Pfam Database.
Protein family Pfam Proteins Uniprot PDB Length hseq:id:i
Glucokinase PF02685 4 GLK_ECO57 1SZ2 465 0.93
Homogentisate 1,2-dioxygenase PF04209 4 HGD_HUMAN 1EY2 319 0.92
Cytochrome P450 PF00067 4 CP2A6_HUMAN 1Z10 419 0.96
Pancreatic ribonuclease PF00074 4 RNAS1_BOVIN 1SRN 113 0.74
Triosephosphate isomerase PF00121 56 TPIS_TRYBB 1TTI 236 0.37
Rubredoxis PF00301 43 RUBR2_PSEOL 1R0F 53 0.45
Kinesin PF00225 87 KAR3_YEAST 3KAR 323 0.35
Ferredoxin PF05996 62 PCYA_SYNY3 3NB8 242 0.33
DNA ligase PF13298 136 B1L4V6_KORCO 3P4H 118 0.46
Heat shock protein PF00012 33 DNAK_ECOLI 2KHO 600 0.53
Oxysterol-binding protein PF01237 153 KES1_YEAST 1ZHT 436 0.25
Retroviral aspartil protease PF00077 50 POL_FIVPE 3OGQ 112 0.25
NOTE.—For each family, the table indicates the Pfam code, sample size, UniProt entry for a protein sequence with a PDB structure, the PDB code, number of amino acids and
average sequence identity with respect to the representative protein. Note that the first four entries were selected following the study by Bordner and Mittelmann (2013) and
they present a very high sequence identity.
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higher than 0.35 presented a better fitting with the MF model
than with the empirical model.
Discussion and Conclusions
It is known that the rate at which an amino acid site experi-
ences change is altered by substitutions at neighboring sites
due to structural constraints (Liberles et al. 2012; Wilke 2012).
Models of evolution that incorporate structural constraints
are therefore of increasing importance but, due to their in-
trinsic complexity, they have not yet been incorporated into
the commonly used phylogenetic inference frameworks. This
is because the common design of a likelihood function re-
quires site-independent matrices of substitution (Felsenstein
1973, 2004).
Starting from a previous proposal from one of the authors
and coworkers (Porto et al. 2005), in this article we have
presented a new model for analytically computing site-
specific amino acid profiles for proteins of known structure
that take into account selection for the folding stability of the
experimentally known native state. With respect to our pre-
vious work (Porto et al. 2005) based on the Principal
Eigenvector (Bastolla et al. 2005) and on the Effective
Connectivity (Bastolla et al. 2008) of the contact matrix, the
present model implements two main improvements: 1) The
algorithm constrains the difference in free energy between
the native state and the misfolded state, represented through
a simple statistical mechanical model (Minning et al. 2013)
and 2) all the parameters are fixed through an ML criterion,
with the aim that the model optimally represents observed
protein structures.
Although some models of protein evolution consider the
misfolded state, this is computationally cumbersome and it is
made at the cost of approximations such as considering only
maximally compact structures on the cubic lattice (Gutin
et al. 1995) or generating misfolded conformations through
threading (Bastolla et al. 2003; Goldstein 2011). Applying an
analytic, although approximate, treatment of the misfolded
state was crucial for its incorporation in the MF model. In
addition, we do not know any other model of the substitution
process for phylogenetic inference that considers the mis-
folded state.
Stability against misfolding is thought to be an important
requirement in protein evolution. For instance, one of us and
coworkers have shown through computational predictions of
the stability of orthologous proteins (Bastolla et al. 2004) and
through simulations (Mendez et al. 2010) that the interplay
between the stability against unfolding and against misfolding
is modulated by the mutation process and plays an important
role in protein evolution. The results presented here show
that considering the stability against misfolding improves the
performances of the MF model with respect to a model in
which only the native state is considered, because it provides
larger likelihood to the observed protein sequences, it avoids
that the hydrophobicity is overestimated, and it generates
more stable protein sequences.
Besides representing misfolding, our model has another
advantage with respect to other models of structural con-
strained protein evolution such as Rodrigue et al. (2005) and
Bordner and Mittelmann (2014). These models approximate
the amino acid distributions through pairwise terms, and
therefore they cannot be implemented in standard programs
of phylogenetic inference, whereas our model with indepen-
dent sites is much simpler from a computational point of
view and it can be combined with standard molecular evo-
lution algorithms.
The method presented here has still a considerable room
for improvement, in particular improving two key ingredients
of our method that ultimately stem from the mutation
model: The exchangeability matrix and the background dis-
tribution of amino acids.
The exchangeability matrix very strongly affects the values
of the likelihood. We cannot adopt empirical exchangeability
matrices such as JTT (Jones et al. 1992) and WAG (Whelan
and Goldman 2001), because they represent both mutation
and selection, whereas in our model selection is represented
by the condition on G. Consistently, if we adopt the ex-
changeability matrix of JTT or WAG together with our MF
distributions, we get results that are worse than with
the pure empirical models. We addressed this problem by
adopting an exchangeability matrix that, together with the
MF distributions, produces a flux of amino acids that is
Table 3. Difference of AIC, AIC, for the Structurally Constrained
Substitution Model MF Relative to the Empirical Substitution Model
WAG for Protein Families Filtered at Different Levels of Sequence
Identity with Respect to the Protein of the Reference Structure.
Protein family seq.
id. 4 0.25
seq.
id. 4 0.35
seq.
id. 4 0.45
Triosephosphate
isomerases
121.0 (53) 57.8 (35) 21.1 (4)
Rubredoxins 54.7 (39) 51.3 (33) 51.9 (29)
Kinesins 113.9 (85) 37.4 (30) 42.9 (6)
Ferredoxins 99.5 (25) 78.8 (24) 114.8 (19)
DNA ligases 414.6 (124) 443.4 (113) 367.0 (104)
Heat shock proteins 114.1 (32) 9.3 (30) 41.4 (28)
Oxysterol-binding
proteins
118.9 (26) 24.5 (22) 60.1 (17)
Retroviral aspartil
proteases
30.1 (18) 3.2 (3) NA (2)
NOTE.—Results for data sets where the empirical model better fits the data are
shown in italics. In parenthesis, the sample size of such a data set is specified.
Note that smaller sample sizes lead to lower absolute ML values and therefore
could lead to higher (less negative) AIC scores.
Table 2. Difference of AIC for the Structurally Constrained
Substitution Models MF, BM, RO, and SA Relative to the Empirical
Substitution Model JTT +G.
Protein family MF RO SA BM
Glucokinases 77.2 76.8 117.4 223.6
Homogentisate 1,2-dioxygenases 88.9 62.6 61.6 210.0
Cytochrome P450 141.1 59.2 106.4 249.2
Pancreatic ribonucleases 29.5 13.1 23.4 26.2
NOTE.—The values for the latter models were collected from Bordner and
Mittelmann (2013). More negative values indicate better models, and the best
model is indicated in italics.
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equivalent to the corresponding flux in the empirical model
(we impose this condition because the parameters of the
empirical models are obtained by estimating fluxes between
amino acids). Nevertheless, the performances might improve
considerably if we optimize the 190 parameters of the ex-
changeability matrix for the MF model using a large data
set of aligned proteins, as BM did for their structurally con-
strained model.
An attractive possibility is to derive the exchangeability
matrix from an underlying mutation model. We developed
a mutation model at the codon level with the double goal to
derive an exchangeability matrix EMF;mutab devoid of the influ-
ence of the selection process that affects empirical exchange-
ability matrices, and to model a background distribution of
amino acids Pmuta with fewer than 19 free parameters. The
model that we implemented considered a mutation process
at the nucleotide level, the known enhancement of the mu-
tation rate at CpG dinucleotides, and assumed that muta-
tions to stop codons are strongly forbidden by natural
selection (this was the only point at which selection entered
the model). The parameters of the model were fixed through
an ML procedure. Nevertheless, the AIC obtained with the
background distributions derived from the mutation model
was clearly worse than the one obtained with the frequencies
derived from the alignments for all studied families, despite
having 4 instead of 19 free parameters. Furthermore, the ex-
changeability matrix derived from the mutation model had
poor performances in terms of likelihood. These results indi-
cate that the mutation model that we applied was not
sufficiently accurate with respect to empirical models with
more parameters. However, we think that the difficult goal to
obtain a better mutation model can be greatly rewarding.
Because the requirements that this model has to fulfill to
improve the likelihoods are highly demanding, their accom-
plishment may also yield interesting insight on protein
evolution.
Although we only tested its performances for phylogenetic
inference, the MF model may have as well applications in the
context of protein sequence design, because sequences gen-
erated with the model are predicted to correspond to stable
proteins, and of protein alignments, given its analogy with
Hidden Markov Models.
It is remarkable that, despite the simplicity of the indepen-
dent sites assumption, the MF model apparently performs
better than the method of RO as reported in Bordner and
Mittelmann (2014), which uses pairwise distributions. Note
that the MF model and the RO model are quite similar under
the point of view of parameters, because they both adopt the
same empirical exchangeability matrix (JTT) and the same
contact interaction energies (Bastolla et al. 2001). Therefore,
their differences can be mainly attributed to three points: 1)
Including (MF) or not (RO) stability against misfolding; 2)
adapted exchangeability matrix (eq. 6) (MF) versus empirical
exchangeability matrix (RO); and (3) independent sites (MF)
versus pairwise (RO) approximation.
Furthermore, in three of the four cases the MF model
performs better than the independent sites version of the
method of BM that is based on the solvent accessibility of
each site (SA) and in principle is similar to our method, de-
spite the SA method optimizes a large number of parameters
from databases of protein families. Then, in one over four
cases, MF model performs better than the new pairwise
model by Bordner and Mittelmann (2014) that is based on
factor graphs and is computationally much more complex
than the MF model and optimizes for phylogenetic inference
parameters that are equivalent to a contact interaction
matrix and an exchangeability matrix.
It is interesting that in all three cases in which the BM
model outperforms the MF model, the sequence identity is
larger than 90%, while the MF is the best one when the av-
erage sequence identity drops to the (still high) value of 74%.
Based on few comparisons, we do not know whether this
behavior is general; however, it suggests that the advantage
of using pairwise distributions instead of independent sites
does not increase for highly divergent sequences, as one
might have expected, because the independent sites approx-
imation is only accurate at small evolutionary distances.
Methods
Background Distribution
The first ingredient of our MF model is the site-independent
background amino acids distribution Pmuta that we attribute
to the underlying mutation process. We obtained the best
results when these frequencies are derived from the frequen-
cies observed in the PDB sequence or in the multiple align-
ment. In this case, the background distribution has 19 free
parameters. All results presented in the Results section were
obtained with this choice. We also tried to reduce the number
of free parameters defining a mutation process at the codon
level. This attempt gave poor results, but it may be an impor-
tant direction of future improvement. Another possible di-
rection for improvement would be to weight the sequences in
the multiple alignment in order to reduce the influence on
the background distribution of unbalanced phylogenetic
sampling.
Folding Free Energy
We adopt a model of protein folding stability based on con-
tact interactions. We consider three thermodynamic states:
The native state, which is assumed to consists of a folded
structure with its attraction basin, a state consisting of mis-
folded compact conformation, and the unfolded state. The
vibrational entropy (entropy of the protein confined to its
local energy minimum, such that it can be computed through
normal mode analysis of the native state or a particular mis-
folded state) of the folded native state is assumed to be com-
pensated by the vibrational entropy of each misfolded state
(Karplus et al. 1987), therefore it is not estimated. We esti-
mate the native free energy as
GnatðCnat;AÞ&
X
i<j
Cnatij UðAi;AjÞ ; ð9Þ
where Cnatij is the contact matrix of the native structure rep-
resented in the PDB (Cnatij ¼ 1 if residues i and j are closer
than 4.5 A˚, 0 otherwise), Ai is the amino acid at position i, and
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U(a, b) is the 20 20 contact interaction matrix of Bastolla
et al. (2001). The free energy of the unfolded state is estimated
as GU& TLSU, where T is the temperature in units in which
kB = 1, L is the chain length, and SU is the conformational
entropy per residue of an unfolded chain. The misfolded
state consists of the ensemble of compact but wrongly
folded conformations, which we model as an ensemble of
contact matrices of length L and number of contacts in the
range expected for compact protein structures, whose statis-
tical properties are obtained analyzing the compact subma-
trices of L residues in the PDB, a technique designated as
threading in the bioinformatics jargon. Its statistical mechan-
ics is often described by the random energy model (Derrida
1981) that models the energy as a Gaussian random variable
(Garel and Orland 1988; Shakhnovich and Gutin 1989;
Bryngelson et al. 1995), so that the free energy is determined
by the first and second moment of the energy. A more accu-
rate computation also includes the third moment of the
energy (Minning et al. 2013). We implemented this correc-
tion, but we found that it slightly worsens the likelihood,
perhaps due to the approximations that we have to adopt
for making the iterative computation feasible, and we do not
consider it in our default algorithm, which is based on the
following model of the free energy of the misfolded state:
Gmisf&
X
i<j
hCijiUðAi;AjÞ
 1
2T
X
i<j;k<l
hCijCklihCijihCkli
 
UðAi;AjÞUðAk;AlÞ LSCT;
ð10Þ
where LSC is the logarithm of the number of compact contact
matrices, h :i represents the average over the set of compact
contact matrices of L residues, and we assume for simplicity
that the conformational entropy SðCijÞ is approximately the
same for all compact structures and it can be ignored for
computing free energy differences.
Our computational problem is to compute the sequence
average of equation (10) in a way that is fast enough for
allowing several iterations of the MF algorithm. For this
reason, we simplify the computation of the misfolding free
energy as detailed in the next section.
Solution of the Mean-Field Model
By equating the derivatives of equation (3) to zero, we obtain
the following implicit solution of the MF equation:
PMF;;ia ¼ ziPmuta exp 
@G
@PMF;;ia
 
; ð11Þ
G¼
X
a1aL
PMF;;1a1   PMF;;LaL Gnatða1   aLÞGmisf ða1   aLÞð Þ;
ð12Þ
where a denotes one of the 20 amino acids, i is a protein site,
zi is determined through the normalization conditionP
a P
MF;;i
a ¼ 1, and G is the MF average of the folding
free energy. Starting from an initial guess or from the distri-
bution previously obtained for a close value of , these equa-
tions are iterated until convergence. However, because
convergence is not guaranteed, after a large number of
iterations our algorithm chooses the distribution closest to
convergence. We observed that this criterion yields the largest
final likelihood. The above equations are explicitated in the
Appendix, where we describe all necessary computations.
ML Optimization of the Lagrange Multiplier
In order to numerically determine the value of  that maxi-
mizesthelikelihood,wecomputetheMFdistributionforvalues
of, starting from ¼ 0:1 and incrementing it by 0.1 at each
step. The solution PMF;;ia relative to the previous value of is
used as the starting point of the iterative algorithm. After this
coarseexploration,thevalueof thatmaximizesthelikelihood
is obtained through iterative quadratic interpolations.
Methods for Phylogenetic Inference
In order to apply the MF model for phylogenetic inference, we
input to our program Prot_Evol the representative protein
structure and all the sequences of the protein family and we
obtain as output the site-specific amino acid distributions
and the global exchangeability matrix. We then align the se-
quences with the program MAFFT (Katoh and Standley
2013). This was done even for families that were aligned in
the Pfam database (Punta et al. 2012), because we observed
that realigning them improved the quality of the alignment
and the values of the likelihood for all models. We discard
columns of the alignment for which the representative pro-
tein or more than 50% of the proteins have a gap, and we
compute a phylogenetic tree applying the Neighbor Joining
algorithm of Saitou and Nei (1987).
The alignment, the tree, and the substitution models
(either empirical substitution models or the model generated
with the MF distributions) are then input to the program
PAML (Yang 2007) for computing the likelihood of the data
given in the model. For the site-specific MF models, we pro-
ceed in two steps. In the first step, we optimize the branch
lengths for all sites using the complete alignment and the site-
averaged amino acid frequencies,
P
i P
MF;i
a =L. In the second
step, we compute the likelihood for each site using the cor-
responding column of the alignment, the site-specific fre-
quencies, and the branch lengths optimized in the previous
step. We use the same exchangeability matrix in both steps.
The computation of branch lengths is required to modify the
code of PAML, because this program internally normalizes the
rate matrix in such a way that the average rate is always one.
In this way, the time unit of the rate matrix is lost and the
branch lengths are output in arbitrary units, which would
prevent using them in the second step. To avoid this problem,
we eliminated the internal normalization of the rates.
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Appendix: Numerical Solution of the
Mean-Field Equations
We start by approximating the misfolding free energy
through the average contact energy of the misfolding ensem-
ble, so that it holds G&
P
ijðCnatij  hCijiÞUðAi;AjÞ þ TSC.
This approximation was indicated as PMF1;;i in the main text.
In this case, equation (11) has the simple form
PMF1;;ia / Pmuta exp  Cnatij  hCiji
 
uja
 
; ð13Þ
where uja ¼
P
b P
MF1;;j
b Uða; bÞ is the interaction energy of
amino acid a interacting with the ensemble of amino acids
present at site j, in the spirit of the MF approximation. We can
further simplify it by adopting the hydrophobic approxima-
tion Uða; bÞ&0 þ hahb, where the so-called hydrophobi-
city vector ha is determined as the main eigenvector of the
contact interaction matrix U(a, b) [38]. In this case, we obtain
PMF1;;ia / Pmuta exp ha Cnatij  hCiji
 
Hj
 
; ð14Þ
where the field Hj ¼
P
b P
MF1;;j
b hb can be interpreted as the
MF hydrophobicity of site j. The self-consistent equation (14)
can be solved iteratively and they rapidly converge. They can
be used as a starting point for the more complicated MF
models that include other terms of the misfolding free
energy. In the following, we simplify the notation by omitting
the superscript , with the understanding that this para-
meter is fixed at the value determined by the ML condition
(eq. 4).
If we set hCiji ¼ 0 in the above equations, considering only
the native free energy, we obtain the zeroth order MF model
PMF0;ia that is qualitatively similar to an earlier proposal by one
of us and coworkers (Porto et al. 2005). The models PMF2;ia and
PMF3;ia are obtained by adding the second and the third
moment of the misfolding energy, respectively. We found
the best results with PMF2;ia , which we will denote as P
MF;i
a ,
omitting the superscript that specifies the order of the mis-
folding free energy.
When including the second moment of the energy, we
have to consider the correlations between pairs of contacts,
whose number grows as the fourth power of the number of
sites L. There is not enough data to accurately compute such
correlations, and storing this information in memory would
cause computational problems. Therefore, we reduce the size
of the data that have to be estimated and stored adopting the
so-called homogeneous approximation (Minning et al. 2013).
This approximation assumes that the probability of a
contact between two sites only depends on their difference
in the sequence but not on their absolute position,
hCiji&f ð j i j j Þ, so that the number of data increases
only linearly with L. For estimating the contact correlations
Dijkl ¼ hCijCkli  hCijihCkli, we have to distinguish three
cases: 1) ij= kl, that is, only two of the sites are different;
we indicate the corresponding contact correlation as
Dijij&ðC221Þ j ij j , where the numbers indicate that this is
the contact correlation of order 2 with 2 different sites and
1 different contact; 2) i= k, j 6¼ l, that is, three of the sites are
different; we approximate Dijil&ðC232Þi neglecting the
dependence on sites j and l; 3) all four sites are different,
Dijkl&ðC242Þ, and in this case we neglect the dependence
on all four indices. These coefficients are estimated as
ðC221Þij ¼
1
2
hCiji  hCiji2
  ð15Þ
ðC232Þi ¼
1
4
hm2i i  hmii  hmii2 
X
j
hCiji2
 
hmii2 
X
j
hCiji2
ð16Þ
ðC242Þ ¼
hN2ci 
X
i
hm2i i  hNci2 
X
i
hmii2
 
hNci2 
X
i
hmii2
;
ð17Þ
where mi is the number of contacts of site i, hmii is its
average over the misfolding ensemble, and Nc ¼ 12
P
i mi
is the total number of contacts. With this notation, we
compute the second moment of the energy of the misfolded
ensemble as
hE2i  hEi2 ¼
X
i<j;k<l
DijklUijUkl
&
X
ij
ðC221ÞijðUijÞ2 þ
X
i
X
j6¼l
ðC232ÞihCijihCiliUijUil
þ
X
ijkl diff
ðC242ÞUijUkl;
ð18Þ
and the MF distribution can be computed as
PMF2;;ia / Pmuta exp Hiað Þ ð19Þ
Hia ¼ Cnatij hCiji
 
u1ja
þ 1
2T
X
j
ðC221Þiju2ja þðC232Þi ðg1iaÞ2  g2ia
 " #
þ 1
T
X
k
ðC232ÞkhCiki ug1ka  uu1kað Þþ ðC242ÞhEig1ka
 	
ð20Þ
with u1ja ¼
P
b P
MF2;;j
b Uða;bÞ; u2ja ¼
P
b P
MF2;;j
b Uða;bÞ2;
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g1ia ¼
P
jhCijiu1ja; g2ia ¼
P
j hCijiu1ja
 2
; ug1ka ¼
P
b P
MF2;;j
b
Uða;bÞg1kb; uu1ka ¼
P
b P
MF2;;j
b Uða;bÞu1kb and hEi ¼P
i<jhCiji
P
b P
MF2;;i
a
P
b P
MF2;;j
b Uða;bÞ.
Finally, we have to take into account that the analytic
expression for computing the free energy of the misfolded
state, equation (10), is only valid if the temperature is higher
than the freezing temperature of the system,
Tf ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h E hEið Þ2i=2SC
p
. For the MF model, we
determine the freezing temperature using the average of
the second moment of the energy over the MF distribution,
h E hEið Þ2i. If the temperature T is smaller than the
freezing temperature, we have to use Tf instead of T in equa-
tion (20).
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